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Skillfully evaluating

the reliability

of the people

we call “sources”

SAYS
WHO?

These are outlets

A student locked down 

inside a classroom told CNN 

by phone that the shooting 

began in the cafeteria.

Officer Kenneth Healey and three

on-duty colleagues were 

posing for a picture when a 

hatchet-wielding man charged at 

them "unprovoked," according to 

Police Commissioner Bill Bratton.

"The statement of me 

dating a sex offender 

is totally untrue," 

family matriarch 

“Mama June" 

Shannon said.

These are sources
“We have to 

rethink how 

we address 

infection 

control,” 

CDC Director 

Tom Frieden

said Monday. 

Why sources matter
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Why sources matter

“Indeed, the facts 

and Iraq's behavior 

show that Saddam 

Hussein and his 

regime are 

concealing their 

efforts to produce 

more weapons of 

mass destruction.”
― U.S. Secretary of State 

Colin Powell to the 

UN Security Council, 

Feb. 5, 2003

U.S. invades 
Iraq to capture 
weapons of 
mass 
destruction

Why sources matter

Why sources matter Why sources

matter
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Why sources matter Evaluating sources Is all about

critical thinking

Last week’s Quick Quiz

1. Direct Evidence: Photos, video, audio, documents, eyewitnesses.  
C

Indirect Evidence: Accounts from spokesmen, press releases or hearsay, 

along with expert reconstructions,  computer models and inferences.

2. “Scientific truth is a statement of probability proportional to the evidence. It 

will change over time as the evidence changes.” 

 “So would a journalist prefer video footage over actually seeing a 

newsworthy event first hand?  ― Jeremy Tse

 “Evidence is stronger when it is coming from a reliable source, but 

what happens if the source itself is biased? Will it not provide 

information that might alter the evidence according to their own 
beliefs or practices? ― Rasheequr Rahman

 “Even if many sources confirm something, could it still be false?”

― Jake Acito

Your questions and comments … 
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A new edition of the …   

LOOKING BACK After this lecture, you should be able to …

1. Articulate the difference between a news outlet and a 

news Source.

2. Use the IMVAIN criteria  to evaluate sources in news 

stories.

3. Justify reasons for differential ratings of sources’ 

credibility based on IMVAIN analysis.

4. Use specific examples  to illustrate the difference 

between a source who asserts and one who provides 

verifiable evidence.

5. Use a three-part test to judge the reliability of anonymous 

sources.

TRANSPARENCY

Two ideas students struggle with

Predictions History

Connections Comparisons

CONTEXT
A Source

Who SawA Source Who 
Saw Her Boss

A Source Who 
Saw Her Boss 
And Fears 
Retribution

LOOKING AHEAD

TEST 2: Covering lectures since the last test

will be held in recitation the week of Nov. 17

I. M. V. A. I… 
………….uhhh

….
dammit!

Hierarchy of  

direct evidence BIAS is a 
pattern

LOOKING AHEAD
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Reminder: Bring your deconstruction 

workbook to the next lecture

LOOKING AHEAD

 Who is this source?

 How would this person know about this?

 Is anyone else telling the same story?

 Is this person providing evidence or  just 

making assertions? 

 Does this source have a dog in the fight?

(Don’t copy these. Wait for the mnemonic device)

Common sense source evaluation

Can cell phones

crash airliners?

Says who?

Says who?

Cellonplane.wmv
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I-M-V-A-I-N
A SYSTEM FOR EVALUATING THE RELIABILITY OF SOURCES

Named sources are better than unnamed sources

Authoritative/Informed sources  are better than uninformed sources

Independent sources are better than self-interested sources

Sources who Verify with evidence are better than sources who assert

Multiple sources are better than single sources

“Think twice”

A silent minute

to absorb 

the material

A case study

in source evaluation
Judging the reliability of sources

Independent sources

are better than self-interested sources

(Does this source have anything to gain by 

withholding information or making misleading 

statements? If there is a conflict, the most

reliable sources have no stake in the outcome.

Independent experts, for example, are less

likely to mislead us than partisans.)
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Self-interested sources… 

Do Secret Service agents have a 

motivation to downplay the security 

breach? Does the White House staff?

Independent sources? 
• Intellectually independent?
• Politically neutral?
• Financial interests at stake?
• Family involved?

Judging the reliability of sources

Multiple sources

are better than single sources
(Information coming from multiple sources

is usually more reliable than something

just one person is saying.)

Multiple sources

WASHINGTON — Had last month’s White House fence-
jumper made his dash across the North Lawn just a few 
minutes earlier, he would have found the building 
teeming with dark-suited Secret Service agents and a 
counterassault team trained to repel surprise attacks 
on the president.

But when President Obama left the White House for 
Camp David the night of Sept. 19, responsibility for 
protecting the White House fell to a lesser known 
branch of the Secret Service, the Uniformed Division, 
whose officers have traditionally been younger, less 
experienced and paid less.

The intruder, after outrunning one team of the 
division’s officers, bowled over another officer, and 
entered the White House, shining a harsh light on the 
Secret Service that last week led to the resignation of 
the service’s director.

Representative Sheila Jackson Lee, Democrat 
of Texas, said she was astonished by a photograph 
showing “one, two, three, four, five, six uniformed 
officers — I wonder if there is a fitness problem here —
chasing this gentleman who could not capture him.”
Other recent episodes, including a 2011 shooting that 
broke a White House window and the disciplining of 
agents for drinking and taking prostitutes to their 
rooms before a presidential trip to Colombia, have also 
raised questions about the agency’s competence, its 

training and the behavior of its agents. But relatively 
little attention has been given to a structural issue that 
has divided the agency and defined its culture since 
1930, when Congress folded what was then the White 
House Police Force into the Secret Service.

“There’s a disparity between agents and officers,” said 

Manuel Ovalle, who spent decades in the 
Uniformed Division and served as its ombudsman. 
Infighting was endemic, he said, and it was always clear 
where the officers stood in the hierarchy. “It is an 
agent-run organization.”

That disparity, along with the questions it raises about 
morale and training,  is one of the issues the Secret 
Service says it is investigating in response to the 
intense criticism it has received over the security 
breaches.  “Everything is going to be looked at,” said 

Kevin S. Simpson, the chief of the Uniformed 
Division.

About 3,200 agents protect the president, his family 
and other high-ranking officials. A much smaller 
number of uniformed officers — about 1,300 — stand 
posts at the White House and at the vice president’s 
residence, and provide police services for foreign 
embassies. When the president travels, officers go with 
him to run metal-detector stations.

Becoming an agent requires the equivalent of a 
bachelor’s degree with “superior academic 
achievement.” Many new agents have served in the 
military. Becoming a uniformed officer, on the other 
hand, requires a high-school diploma. And for new 
recruits, each branch runs its own training courses, 
with the agents focusing more on specialized criminal 
investigative techniques and the protection of 
dignitaries.

While uniformed officers can advance onto specialized, 
prominent assignments such as the canine unit or the 
countersniper team, guarding the White House 
grounds on foot is among the least attractive 
assignments and often falls to officers fresh out of 
training, former officials said.

“These young kids come in all excited. They’ve come 
through training and shot their weapons,” Mr. Ovalle
said. “And then they’re standing. They’re just standing 
there for long hours.”

Carl Persons, a former officer, described the 
reaction of some uniformed recruits to their duties: 
“Wow, it’s not like ‘In the Line of Fire,’ ” the Hollywood 
movie about a veteran Secret Service agent guarding 
the president. “There’s a lot of sometimes mundane 
stuff that you have to do,” Mr. Persons said, adding 
that he always thought talk of a rift between the 
uniformed force and the agents was
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Sources who Verify

with evidence are better than
sources who assert

(Sources who back up what they say with facts

are more valuable than 

ones who make unverifiable accusations

or offer opinions, inferences or 

hunches without corroboration.)

Judging the reliability of sources

“I guess…you do get the sense that political correctness 
could have been a factor here…”

SourcesThatAssertIngraham.mp4

Verifying or asserting?

Did the 

source
open the 

freezer?

A corollary to last week’s lesson:

Athoritative / Informed

sources are better than
uninformed sources

(Sources who know what they’re talking about

are always more valuable

than sources who don’t 

have the credentials

or information to speak knowledgeably

about a subject.)

Judging the reliability of sources
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Authoritative or informed?

Authoritative/Informed Sources vs. Un-informed Sources

Versus …

Authoritative or informed?

Named sources

are better than
unnamed sources

(Sources who are fully identified

and speak on the record

are accountable for what they say.

The chief problem with anonymous source is

how little readers have to go on

as they try to assess reliability.)

Judging the reliability of sources Who

are these people?
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TRANSPARENCY

CHARACTERIZATION

CORROBORATION

Evaluating anonymous sources Weighing sources:

Authoritative is case-specific

Who was ‘Deep Throat’?

The most famous unnamed source in history

The decision

to grant sources anonymity
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Ward1.wmv Ward2.wmv

Ward3.wmv

I-M-V-A-I-N
OUR SYSTEM FOR EVALUATING THE RELIABILITY OF SOURCES

Named sources are better than unnamed sources

Authoritative/Informed sources  are better than uninformed sources

Independent sources are better than self-interested sources

Sources who Verify with evidence are better than sources who assert

Multiple sources are better than single sources
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The News Literacy

source evaluation rubric in exams 
(as opposed to real life!)

The News Literacy

source evaluation rubric in exams 

The “explain” box is where you reflect

nuances when the choice isn’t clear cut.

•
•

•
•
•

Moore’s comments are a mix of unverifiable assertions and solid facts.

Weighing sources:

Independence can tip the scales

Weighing sources:

Looking beyond self-interest 
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Reconstructing the Blackwater
incident in Nusoor Square

Blackwater.wmv

In pursuit of truth:
The Blackwater shooting

Pivot Point

Every other row

pivots to the row behind

to discuss in groups of four
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